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To cope with the integrated Management of Information, Communication and Knowledge 

(MICK) in the patient’s ecosystem, new forms of data are emerging from: i) engagement of 

chronic/frail patient and family; ii) wellness issues; iii) genetic data; iv) new contexts (social 

networks, email, SMS, web/local questionnaires); v) new devices: smartphones, domotics, 

diagnostic/surveillance home devices; vi) log of contacts (e.g. with ancillary services); but 

also vii) new usages of usual data (orders, diagnostic and therapeutic reports, visit records, 

recalls, alerts; administration, booking, claims/reimbursement; [self]audit, governance 

indicators) considering: i) different locations (e.g. clinical and social facilities, home); 

ii) different health and social sub-specialties; iii) different nature: e.g. clinical, organizational, 

economic data.  

 

Data coherence and consistency among heterogeneous sources can partially be achieved by 

current standards, about information models (e.g. HL7-RIM), data structures (messages and 

documents) and data elements (HL7 Detailed Clinical Models, EN13606 OpenEHR 

Archetypes). Additional specifications (e.g. according to clinical pathways) are needed to 

define which particular data should be produced by whom, when, where, and made timely 

available for a given task (i.e. clinical decisions, care-related interactions, administrative 

procedures, facility management, research), also to introduce quality checks in the context of 

their capture and re-use. Multiple actors - mutually aware of goals, tasks, etc – should 

“behave as a system” in the patient’s ecosystem, interacting in a virtual, functional facility 

built around the needs of each patient; the goal should shift from inter-operability [= ability 

to interoperate among systems: connecting systems] towards “co-operability” [= ability to 

cooperate among persons: connecting people]. 

 

Medical expressions are very sensitive to details: an implicit or explicit detail could strongly 

influence interpretations and actions. Various approaches allow to extract knowledge and 

meaning from routine data for research and care purposes: i) free text is highly expressive, 

but not suitable for a systematic capture of details; ii) classifications disregard details 

(e.g. ICD); compositional nomenclatures (e.g. SNOMED CT) preserve details but are too 

flexible; iii) ontologies, semantic web, PCAST Universal Exchange Language make meanings 

computable.  



  
 

 

Semantic coherence and prevention of the hazards of inaccurate information can be 

improved by studying collaborative processes. The maximum benefit is obtained by reuse of 

structured data and quality check dependent on pre-defined contexts of use, as in stable care 

tasks within EBM clinical pathways: controlled situations allow to specify which data should 

be present, when, where, etc and the appropriate subsets of admitted codes [check 

“expected-data-in-context” vs. “normal values”]. A new role (EHR manager?) could organize 

heterogeneous information and maintain coherence within an integrated longitudinal EHR. 

 

Voluntary certification schemes, based on current standards, cover major functionalities and 

interoperability among systems. We need more specific experience to protect 

consumers/patients, also by checking quality and completeness of data in their context. 

Medical societies should produce guidelines on condition-related Patient Summaries, 

especially about wellness and long-term conditions. 


